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                    Abstract
We provide evidence that lowering the cost of accessing flood risk information increases public understanding of the risk of flood events. We exploit a pair of events to generate this conclusion: in July 2008, the Brisbane City Council released property level flood risk reports online, and, in 2011, Brisbane suffered a flood event. Using a longitudinal property sales database and a difference in difference estimator, we refute existing results by finding that prices for at-risk properties fell by 2.5% after the release online of the flood-risk information. Second, after the flood event there was no change in value for at-risk properties that were not flooded in the 2011 event. This suggests that the flood event provided no new information about these properties, and therefore provides evidence that the flood-risk information had already been incorporated into property prices. We also investigate how the details of provided information matter. Specifically, we show that while different flood zones influence property prices, the height of expected floods does not.
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                    Notes
	Matched pairs of sales for properties sold more than once during the 2008–2011 period


	We chose the sale agreement date rather than the sale possession date, since the former date is when the legally binding bid takes place. Residential properties are defined as having a primary land use of either ‘Single Unit Dwelling’, ‘Multi Unit Dwelling (Flats)’, ‘Building Units (Primary Use Only)’, ‘Dwelling – Large Housesite’, and ‘Group Title (Primary Use Only)’ according to the Primary Land Use designation in the QVAS database. Single unit dwelling properties are houses. Multi-Unit Dwelling, Building Units and Group Title are all forms of apartments. Dwelling – Large Housesite refers to properties occupying a large land area.


	In discussions with the Queensland Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy we discovered that positions of boundaries would have changed “from a few millimetres to a number of metres” (Queensland Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy pers. comm., 2018).


	Results available from the authors.


	P value of 0.1510


	P value of 0.3798


	P value of 0.2672


	The actual percentage change is eb-1 for coefficient b and where e is the base of the natural logarithm.


	We thank an anonymous referee for pointing this out.
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